The Ingenico’s iWL252 bluetooth wireless terminal is an EMV-ready payment terminal.

The iWL252 terminal meets the latest PCI PTS version 3.0 security requirements and is equipped to handle both EMV and NFC transactions. First American’s objective is to provide merchants and ISOs with the most innovative mobile technology available for payment acceptance.

- Bluetooth wireless connection
- Integrated contact & contactless EMV ready
- Multi-merchant capable (9 merchants)
- Store-and-forward capable
- Tip adjustment capable

Communicates to the docking station only via Bluetooth. The docking station requires Ethernet or phone line.

Terminals will be “paired” to the docking station which is how they are able to communicate wirelessly.

Strong Bluetooth connection is available up to a 300ft open range.

Max of 7 terminals per docking station.

Store and forward is supported.
Retail consumers are moving targets. Once they’re ready to buy, it pays to accept payment wherever they are. In your store or on the road, long range or short, Ingenico’s iWL series lets you accept all electronic payments on the move, quickly, easily and securely.

Ingenico’s iWL series is the smallest, lightest, most convenient payment device on the market. With integrated multimedia-enabled Telium 2 architecture and a wealth of wireless connectivity, the iWL series accepts all existing forms of payment, including contactless, EMV, and mobile (NFC).

**Specs**

**Memory**
- 32 RAM/128 Flash

**Display**
- Transmissive TFT-LCD Color
- QVGA 320x240 pixels
- 4096 colors

**Terminal Connectivity**
- Bluetooth

An intuitive user interface, crisp display screen, and backlit keypad make transactions effortless for your customers, even outdoors in bright sunlight.

Powerful Li-ion batteries deliver up to 650 transactions on a single charge.